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THE LANDMARK MANDARIN ORIENTAL HONG KONG – JOYCE WANG-

DESIGNED ROOMS AND SUITES 

 

L600 series room – 600 sq ft / 56 sq m 

Our signature guestroom, a paradigm of contemporary design, offers an open-plan layout 

with a spacious bedroom and separate living area. Our L600 rooms include the highest 

technical specifications with three high-definition LCD televisions, an enhanced quality 

surround sound system selected for clarity and power, and wireless broadband internet 

access. The room is dominated by a spectacular 19-square-metre (200-square-foot) circular 

glass bathroom including a 7-foot round spa bathtub, rainforest shower, glass bathroom 

architecture, an LCD flat panel television screen and surround sound system.  

 

L600 Executive – 600 sq ft / 56 sq m 

Each L600 Executive features an open plan lounge and bedroom, as well as a walk-in 

wardrobe large enough to hold the most avid fashionista’s purchases from boutiques in the 

adjacent Landmark shopping complex. This room enjoys Atrium view with a unique layout. 

The king bedroom features a walk-in wardrobe and separate living area. A spa-inspired 

bathroom features a sunken hourglass bath and rainforest shower, while for entertainment 

only the most advanced technology is used including three flat panel LCD televisions and an 

enhanced surround-sound system. The bathroom is fitted with a stunning 7-foot round 

bathtub and rainforest shower. 

 

L900 Suite – 900 sq ft / 84 sq m 

Our glamourous one-bedroom L900 Landmark Suites are all about drama and indulgence - 

the entrance is a dramatic marble catwalk leading to the spectacular open-plan bathroom with 

a 7-foot spherical bath and rainforest shower. A separate sitting room provides leather seating 

and a four-seat dining table. Guests will appreciate the sophistication of contemporary and 

residential design with two spacious walk-in closets and Atrium view.  
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Landmark Suite 

Designed in the style of a luxury private apartment, the glamorous 1,200 square foot suite 

enjoys a stylish entrance leads to an open plan living area featuring a sumptuous, velvety-

soft, 3-metre wide, curved sofa with two matching armchairs, and an enormous, richly 

textured hand-tufted rug. A centrepiece of the study area is a large bespoke desk with 

trademark Wang translucent acrylic base and a stylish, Heywood Hill-curated bookshelf. The 

dining space is equipped with a chic cocktail bar and pantry for showcasing gourmet treats. 

Equipped with state-of-the-art appliances, the Gaggenau kitchen is ideal for preparing food 

for many occasions. The master suite features a bed with curvaceous quilted leather 

headboard, separate walk-in dressing spaces and spa-inspired seven-foot round bathtub.  

 

Entertainment Suite 

This 1,800 square-foot super suite showcases an entertainer’s dream with party-ready 

audiovisuals including a 13ft x 11.5ft cinemas screen, a cutting-edge entertainment wall 

featuring sommelier’s choice of boutique wines on tap, popcorn machine & a fully 

accessorised mixology stand; a bespoke Gaggenau-fitted show kitchen offering two-

Michelin-starred dining for up to 10 guests; a master bedroom equipped with a FreshBed 

Sleep system and a sensual bathroom with a freestanding Palissandro Blue natural stone 

bathtub. A versatile space to impress, this suite is ideal for unique fashion shows, intimate 

movie premieres, romantic getaways, exclusive product launches and any special 

celebrations. 

 

Rate is subject to availability and 10% service charge.  For reservations, please call The 

Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong directly on: +852 2132 0088, e-mail: lmhkg-

reservations@mohg.com, or go through Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s worldwide sales 

and reservation offices or the Group’s direct online reservations service at: 

www.mandarinoriental.com. 
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About The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong 

Intimate, contemporary and ideally placed in the vortex of Hong Kong’s financial and luxury 

shopping districts, The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong sets the standard for 

personal service and stylish sophistication.  State-of-the-art technology compliments alluring 

interiors in its 111 spacious rooms and suites, each one a tranquil retreat for business and 

leisure travellers alike.  The hotel’s signature two Michelin-starred Amber restaurant sets the 

standard for culinary excellence in the city and world-renowned musical talents play in the 

unparalleled exclusivity of MO Bar, SOMM is the casual all-day dining restaurant serving 

French neo-bistro fare and over 100 wines while PDT offers meticulously crafted 

cocktails.  Three Michelin-starred Sushi Shikon is a quintessential Ginza sushi experience 

and Kappo Rin is a sophisticated counter-style modern Japanese experience, presented by 

Master Chef Masahiro Yoshitake.  The Oriental Spa is renowned as the ultimate urban 

retreat, with a range of rejuvenating yoga, pilates and wellness experiences.  

 

-end- 

For further information, please contact: 

The Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong  

Gladis Young (gyoung@mohg.com)  

Director of Communications 

Tel: +852 2132 0082 
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